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"Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future."
John F. Kennedy (1917–1963)
35th President of the United States

Previous research has shown that links between organizational culture and innovativeness/performance may act as a “social glue” that helps a company develop organizational culture as a competitive advantage. In this study of three case companies, the organizational culture change due business model development projects is studied using the Competing Values Framework (CVF) tool and interviews with respondents about discovered changes. To reveal intervention and implied effects between business model development project and organizational culture changes, we used CIMO logic (context, intervention, mechanism, and outcome) to bridge practice and theory by explanatory, backward-looking research. Our case studies of companies in relatively short-duration business model development projects indicate that organizational culture may have some dynamic characteristics, for example, an increase of the adhocracy organizational type in all case companies or an increase in the hierarchical leadership type in one case company. Thus, the development of an organizational culture type can be partly controlled. Our results also indicated business model development projects do have a minor effect on organizational culture, even when development activities have not been put fully into practice. However, the more comprehensively business model development project activities have been put into practice, the larger the effect on organizational culture.

Introduction

Entrepreneurs tend to say it is more important for new employees to fit in with the group and the company culture than to have the best grades at university. For example, according to Macdonald, Assimakopoulos, and Anderson (2006), managers of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) value an employee’s natural ability and job experience more than their formal training. When a new employee starts to work in a firm, the first thing to learn is “how they do things” in terms of the firm’s unspoken values, norms, and beliefs. In other words, the first thing to learn in a new job is organizational culture. However, researchers have faced complexity in defining organizational culture. In this work, organizational culture means organizational values, predictions, and beliefs in doing business (Barney, 1986; Schein, 1990) and shared perceptions of daily practices (Hofstede et al., 1990). In today’s business world, employees are expected to have adaptability, skills and knowledge, and ability to solve complex problems with multiple methods. In general, anyone who has ever travelled knows the potential of our world’s existing cultures in terms of understanding communication, and the effects of culture on group work (Schein, 1985). Therefore, organizational culture and skillful employees are valuable resources in building a competitive advantage that is unique and difficult to copy by other companies because it is rare and imperfectly imitable (Barney, 1986; Chatman & Chen, 1994).
Schein (1985) thought over 30 years ago that it is possibly the most important task of all to create and manage organizational culture and that the ability to work with culture makes the most talented leaders. Schein (1984) also had underlined the importance of understanding the dynamic evolutionary forces effecting cultural changes. “Corporate leadership and corporate culture have to be aligned to market realities to ensure the long-term success of a firm” (Koplyay et al., 2013). Researchers have highlighted the positive impact of organizational culture on the performance of organization (Deshpandé & Farley, 2004; Deshpandé et al., 2000), and identify those organizations having a culture favouring innovativeness and creativity as the most innovative in the market (Ahmed, 1998). The ability to adopt new knowledge is a precedent factor in improving an organization’s innovativeness (Hult et al., 2004). Homburg and Pflesser (2000) found that market-oriented culture influence performance indirectly through market performance. Still, few organizations take advantage of internal marketing opportunities in predicting changes in their business environments, because they do not have this type of organizational culture (Gounaris, 2006). Today, renewing organizational culture is essential for businesses and especially it is a key aspect to innovativeness (Matinaro & Yang, 2017; Valencia, 2010).

Competitive and innovative cultural traits have a direct link with company performance, but the cultural traits of bureaucracy and leadership style do not directly relate to organizational performance (Ogbonna & Harris, 2000). Strong organizational culture and ability for transformation are connected to better performance, and, based on that, it is possible to predict short-term performance (Gordon & DiTomaso, 1992). The organizational culture may fuel the development of institutional processes (Tsui et al., 2006). Organizational culture develops over the years and stabilizes uncertainty, but once it has been created, it is hard to change within a short timetable without replacing the people in the group (Demers, 2007; Frost et al., 1991). Unfortunately, there are no convincing conceptual models that clearly demonstrate how the change happens at a deeper level and how behavioural change can ultimately lead to cultural change (Ogbonna, 1992).

The organizational culture consists of shared values, predictions, and beliefs concerning how to make the business successful and stabilize working life – and strong organizational culture affects both the innovativeness and performance of the company (Barney, 1986; Hofstede et al., 1990; Schein, 1990). Also, Schein’s well-known model of building an organizational culture harness the effects of values in innovative behaviour (Hogan & Coote, 2014). And, recently, Guimaraes and colleagues (2017) listed 14 culture traits under four headings (organizational awareness, seeking improvement, goal achievement, and trust and cooperation) to measure cultures conducive to innovation. Also, Lakiza, Deschamps, and Brodeur (2017) found a complex relationship between organizational culture, performance measurement systems, and innovation capabilities, which would be important to investigate in organizational contexts. If we look at this the other way around and develop innovativeness and performance in the company by business model development project, new working methods and training for employees, we can consider the possibility that these development activities also have an effect on organizational culture. According to Ragan (2013), innovative thinking is possible to strategically “program” into organizational culture with clarity and discipline and by developing a culture that rewards experimentation and learning through doing. Thus, we can argue that organizational culture is likely to impact an SME’s business model development project activities, which can then lead to changes in its organizational culture.

Any kind of change in relationships and connections between people and interpretations is a change in organizational culture, and the change is considered as uncontrollable evolutionary change from unlocked processes (Denison, 2007). To study what organizational culture means for SMEs when developing their business models, this study synthesizes research analyses based on data from the Pake Savo and Akseli projects. Our research hypothesis was that the specific underlying organizational culture changes due to influences of a business model development project. Based on case studies and a review of relevant literature, we argue that the relationship between organizational culture and putting business model development project activities into practice exists in changes in values and beliefs to make new things happen in organizations, and we argue that changes to organizational culture can be partly controlled.

In this study, we collected data using four questions based on the four value types (Figure 1) described by the Competing Values Framework (CVF) (Cameron & Quinn, 2006). The CVF has previously been used, for example, to examine the organizational concept (Dasmachian et al., 2000), to diagnose organizational culture (Igo & Skitmore, 2005), to explore paradoxical leadership (Lavine, 2014), to study value perceptions and efficiency expectations in relation to organizational
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture Type A: Clan</strong></td>
<td>Collaborative and sense of the family culture type Clan’s leader is a facilitator, mentor and team builder. Typical: high morale, cohesion, commitment, communication, development, human resource development. Theory: human development and participation produce effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture Type B: Adhocracy</strong></td>
<td>Creative and entrepreneurial culture type Adhocracy’s leader is an innovator, entrepreneur and visionary. Typical: flexibility, readiness, innovative outputs, transformation, agility, growth, resource acquisition. Theory: innovativeness, vision and new resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture Type C: Hierarchy</strong></td>
<td>Controlling, based on rules and regulations culture type Hierarchy’s leader is a coordinator, monitor and organizer. Typical: information management, communication, efficiency, timeliness, consistency, uniformity, stability and control. Theory: control and efficiency with capable processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture Type D: Market</strong></td>
<td>Competitive and achievement-orientated culture type Market’s leader is a hard driver, competitor and producer. Typical: planning, goal setting, market share, goal achievement, profitability, productivity and efficiency. Theory: aggressively competing and customer focus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** The competing values framework (CVF); values in leadership, effectiveness and organizational theory. (Adapted from Cameron & Quinn, 2006; Deshpande et al., 1993; and Yu & Wu, 2009)

Commitment (Van Vuuren et al., 2007), and to examine how organizations can improve global strategic performance (Lincoln, 2010). In this study, the CVF is used to identify changes in organizational culture.

Organizational culture can act as a “social glue” – a force that holds an organization together (Smircich, 1983). This force of organizational culture can either advance or diminish creativeness and innovativeness in a company (Martins & Terblanche, 2003). Despite various definitions (e.g., Barney, 1986; Hofstede et al., 1990; Schein, 1990; Smircich, 1983), researchers tend to study cultural change based on as relatively superficial aspects, such as logos, ceremonies, and mission statements (Demers, 2007). This research purely concentrated on changes in organizational culture types based on the CVF (Figure 1).

The competing values framework (CVF) was originally developed by Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1981) to explain differences in competing values research (Denison & Spreitzer, 1991), and it has undergone further development by various researchers (Cameron & Freeman, 1991; Cameron & Quinn, 2006; Deshpandé et al., 1993; Quinn et al., 1991), and. The underlying idea in the CVF is that organizational culture is not homogenous but is instead a combination of competing values. There are four types: 1) a clan: a collaborative organization, with open team spirit; 2) an adhocracy: an entrepreneurial and creative organization with risk-taking and fast-moving ability; 3) a hierarchy: with coordinated processes and efficient operations; and 4) a market: with active focus on customers and competing aggressively in the market. A company’s organizational culture is typically a combination, having features from all of these four culture types. As criticism, Hartnell, Ou, and Kinicki (2011) found varying relationships between three culture types and efficiency, together with how different strategies fit with certain culture types to attain competitive advantage. However, a factor analysis of 300 hospital managers has given convincing evidence of the CVF’s reliability and validity (Kalliath et al., 1999). And it has been used in a variety of settings, including studies of organizational culture in European companies (Van Muijen, 1999) and managerial perceptions among Australian managers (Lamond, 2001).
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Using this framework, the respondent evaluates the situation before and after an intervention and determines whether changes in culture type have taken place. A questionnaire is filled in by the respondent during an interview focused on explaining the reasons behind any changes in culture type. Finally, we used CIMO logic (context, intervention, mechanism, outcome) (Denyer et al., 2008) to explore intervention effects and synthesize information from the practical project work. CIMO logic has been used in other studies to draw causal relationships between an intervention and the outcome within a particular context (Bougharbas et al., 2010; Brouwer et al., 2012; Rajwani et al., 2015; Pries-Heje & Baskerville, 2010).

Research Questions and Methods

Our three research questions are as follows:

1. *Which organizational culture types prevail among the SMEs participating in the Pake Savo and Akseli business model development projects?*

2. *In which direction has the organizational culture of SMEs changed due to a business model development project?*

3. *Which business model development project activities have affected organizational culture, as evidenced by CIMO logic?*

We interviewed the management and employees of SMEs participating in two business development projects: Pake Savo and Akseli. There were six respondents altogether: two from case company 1 (Ergo-Kalusteet), one from case company 2 (Autorobot), and three from case company 3 (Chasswheel). We asked each respondent four questions (see Table 1) based on the CVF to assess their organizational culture before and after the project. If the respondent noticed some changes occurred in their organizational culture, we discussed these changes with them during the interviews to discover possible reasons why they might have occurred. For each question, respondents were asked to distribute 100 points across the four organization culture types by giving more points to the type that best described their organization, and fewer points to other types (Table 1).

The last phase is to draw cases together using CIMO logic to increase the practical relevance of solution-oriented prescriptive knowledge by problematic Context (C), Intervention type (I), generative Mechanism (M) and the Intended outcome(s) (O) (Denyer et al., 2008), to reveal interventions, implied effects, and effects on the case company’s organizational culture. Organizational culture changes are not necessarily intended outcomes, but rather the needed side effect of business model development. CIMO logic is developed for structuring new and interesting means-ends propositions that help bridge practice and theory through explanatory backward-looking research (Holmström et al., 2010). In this study, the method is used to formulate explanations for how interventions produce outcomes in the Pake Savo and Akseli business model development projects.

Business Model Development in the Case Companies

The objectives of the Akseli and Pake Savo projects were to increase effectiveness of work processes, modernize the SMEs’ business models, and encourage customer orientation by involving customer into development processes, for example product development. The Service Logic Business Model Canvas works particularly well as a discussion tool in creating a more customer-centered business culture because it places the customer at the centre of all elements in the business model canvas (BMC) (Miettinen, 2017). Both projects included an innovation process based on the InTo business model analysis tool (into.savonia.fi) (see Kajanus et al., 2014), which has six phases (Eskelinen et al., 2017; Kajanus et al., 2014):

1. Context and goal design

2. Idea generation and collection

3. Idea collection into the InTo web-based innovation tool

4. Idea evaluation according to evaluation criteria with InTo

5. A core index decision-making analysis to prioritize ideas

6. Selection of the best ideas to progress toward the goal defined in phase 1

Pake Savo was a joint project of the South-Eastern Finland University of Applied Sciences XAMK and the Savonia University of Applied Sciences, which included 25 participating companies. The project aimed at helping SMEs located in the Northern Savo (Eastern Finland) region to start or develop their service business. The Pake Savo project arranged two training packages on service business design for the SMEs. In addition to
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Table 1. Questions used for the classification of organization culture before and after the project (based on Deshpandé et al., 1993). For each question, respondents were asked to distribute 100 points across the four types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type of organization (Please distribute 100 points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A)</td>
<td>My organization is a very personal place. It is like extended family. People share a lot of themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B)</td>
<td>My organization is a very dynamic and entrepreneurial place. People are willing to stick their necks out and take risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C)</td>
<td>My organization is a very formalized and structured place. Established procedures generally govern what people do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D)</td>
<td>My organization is very production orientated. A major concern is with getting the job done, without much personal involvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Leadership (Please distribute 100 points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A)</td>
<td>The head of my organization is generally considered to be a mentor, sage or father/mother figure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B)</td>
<td>The head of my organization is generally considered to be entrepreneur, an innovator, or risk taker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C)</td>
<td>The head of my organization is generally considered to be coordinator, an organizer, or an administrator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D)</td>
<td>The head of my organization is generally considered to be a producer, a technician, or a hard-driver.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>What holds the organization together? (Please distribute 100 points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A)</td>
<td>The glue that keeps my organization together is loyalty and tradition. Commitment to this firm is high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B)</td>
<td>The glue that holds my organization together is commitment to innovation and development. The goal is to be the first.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C)</td>
<td>The glue that holds my organization together is formal rules and policies. Maintaining a smooth-running institution is important here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D)</td>
<td>The glue that holds my organization together is accomplishment at tasks and goals. Production orientation is commonly shared.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>What is important? (Please distribute 100 points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A)</td>
<td>My organization emphasizes human resources. High cohesion and morale are important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B)</td>
<td>My organization emphasizes growth and acquisition of new resources. Readiness to meet new challenges is important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C)</td>
<td>My organization emphasizes permanence and stability. Efficient, smooth operations are important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D)</td>
<td>My organization emphasizes competitive actions and achievement. Measurable goals are important.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participating in the training sessions, the companies carried out individual development projects on each company’s service business. In these development projects, the participants learned to apply the service design methods and the business model approach to their companies. Several of the participating SMEs applied a service design approach in their company to develop new innovative products and services. Many of the companies used the InTo business model analysis tool (Kajanus et al., 2014) to select the development project or to prioritize key development targets. The development projects implied that the shift from a product-oriented company to a customer-or service-oriented company cannot succeed without a significant change in the organization’s culture (Eskelinen et al., 2017). Two of the case companies in this research project were participants in the Pake Savo project.

The Akseli project was to help SMEs develop their business models in the Northern Savo area based on their business needs. Therefore, the results from company 1, Ergo-Kalusteet, reflect the needs and visions of the participating growth/development-orientated SMEs. Seven SMEs participated in Akseli project development activities with two main tools: extended business model canvas presented in Kajanus and colleagues (2014), which
has company solution and competitive solutions added to the business model canvas and the InTo business model analysis tool (Kajanus et al., 2014) to discover and evaluate development ideas together with employees, management, and customers. Internet marketing and social media development activities were discovered in many participating SMEs. Based on that finding, they were provided with consulting and Internet marketing training sessions, which included social media training.

Results and Discussion

Case company 1: Ergo-Kalustee
Case company 1, Ergo-Kalustee (www.ergo-kalusteet.fi) has operated a furniture business since 1988 and has gained extensive expertise in design, production, and materials (e.g., wood, plastic, and especially corian, a hygienic surface material). Constant training and modern equipment keeps the company competitive in their field. “Our objective was to develop our internal communication to make our manufacturing and marketing departments more co-operative and efficient”, stated the Chairman of the Board. Our results for this case company clearly show there was major influence made by the intervention, and the development activities have mostly been successfully put into practice in the organization (Figure 2). Ergo-Kalustee has ambitious intentions to grow, and their expansion has already started, with new investments raising the risk level, which explains some of the growth of the adhocracy organizational culture type. Job descriptions became clearer and operations became better organized after the intervention, therefore the hierarchy culture type increased, becoming the second major culture type in the company (Figure 2). Respondents also commented that employees' commitment had increased because of clearer work tasks with better and timely instructions. The development of a communication culture changed many, even unexpected things for better direction. For example, they found they were better able to organize production, communicate openly, and share personal issues, while also communicating more formally. “Cultural change may have been bigger for senior employees, although it was also a big change for the younger generation, because we were not used to using these communication tools at work even though we use them constantly in our free time,” stated the production manager from the case company.

Case company 2: Autorobot
Product development has been the foundation of Autorobot (www.autorobot.com), which manufactures and markets collision repair equipment and measuring systems. This 48-year-old family-owned business has around 100 patents and exports to 70 countries worldwide. The company participated in the Pake Savo project to learn more about service design thinking to progress customer orientation in its processes, improve internal communication, and support other development projects to modernize its production and machinery. The Pake Savo project provided training and coaching, business model and service design with Savonia Innovation Tool (InTo), and consultancy for opening a webstore.

“Pake Savo training and small group coaching gave us a different view to modernize operations and also new ideas we would never thought of, and especially InTo brought new excitement for us,” stated the marketing designer of the company, who also credited the employees’ long work history (20–30 years) for bringing them together as a team. Autorobot has a need to become more of an adhocracy type of organization and less of the hierarchy type, which has clearly, with small impact, happened due its participation in the business model development project (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Ergo-Kalustee culture types before and after intervention

Figure 3. Autorobot culture types before and after intervention
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Case company 3: Chasswheel
Since 1995, Chasswheel (chasswheel.com) has made electric wheelchairs that are now sold in 10 countries. Its products feature a durable and flexible “Four X” chassis solution that allows the end user to stand, drive, and even cross over small obstacles at the same time (Figure 4).

Chasswheel participated in the Akseli project to find innovative ideas to develop its business model and generate ideas for sales and marketing. “We have a lot of enthusiasm and ideas for business model development project activities. Social media appeared as the most important marketing channel to reach our end users and spread our word forward,” said the company’s CEO. In the Akseli project, SMEs received consultation for business model development from Lappeenranta University of Technology and Savonia University of Applied Sciences, and a training session to develop skills and knowledge for Internet and social media visibility based on the results from the idea-screening process. With business model development activities, Chasswheel started to pursue a transformation from manufacturing towards sales and marketing and learned about the opportunities provided by social media in terms of getting closer to their products’ end users. They also gained improved employee commitment and belief in the company’s future success. All respondents from this case company mentioned that even more changes could have been finally put into practice because of the potential of a good plan, but crucial everyday operations took attention away from final the business model development. Organizational culture was wished to be improved in goal orientation, self-direction, internal communication, customer orientation, and innovativeness. Clan culture is considered as a strong and leading force that holds the organization together, and it did increase due to the Akseli project. The market culture type decreased, which can be explained by challenges in production, and which reflected the company’s ability to meet the customer needs in delivery schedules at that time (Figure 5).

Chasswheel continued development activities after the Akseli project by reorganizing production and increasing connections with end users through social media channels, which may affect the market organizational culture type in the future.

Business model development activities affected organizational culture
The activities of the Pake-Savo and Akseli projects were evaluated together according to CIMO logic, as summarized in Table 3, which shows how each company sought to find new ideas and solutions. Ergo-Kalusteet clearly focused more on developing internal communication by making communication processes more structured with mobile applications, which shifted their organization toward the hierarchical culture type.Autorobot also prioritized internal communication and the outcome was a list of future actions related to internal communications. New ideas and support from an external team seemed to influence the shift toward the advocacy culture type, making the organization more entrepreneurial with increased risk-taking, responsiveness toward new ideas, and increased readiness for innovation. In Chasswheel, the identification of new ideas led to an increase in the advocacy culture type. A new tool was put into the development process and social media marketing campaigns and actions were put into practice. In all these case companies, the leading organizational culture type was increased by the business model development project.

Conclusion
The case studies revealed the non-statistical nature of organizational culture even in a short time frame (measured in months, not years). This means that the culture has dynamic characteristics that are affected by
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Table 3. CIMO logic (cf. Denyer et al., 2008) applied to the participative business model development processes of the three case companies: Ergo-Kalusteet, Chasswheel, and Autorobot (Eskelinen et al., 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Company offering tailored wood and composite-based products, e.g., acoustical elements for loudspeakers. Challenges in developing internal communication between production, marketing, and delivery of products.</td>
<td>Company designs, manufactures, and markets repair equipment and measuring systems for repairing collision-damaged vehicles. Challenges between internal communication production, marketing and sales departments.</td>
<td>Company designs and manufacturers all-terrain electric wheelchairs. Challenges in sales and marketing. Has a regular customer basis and sales channels in Europe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td>Business model development process to find new ideas and solutions.</td>
<td>Development process to find ideas and solutions to develop internal communication.</td>
<td>Business model development process to find new ideas and solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanisms</td>
<td>A business model development process: context definition, idea creation with interviews and web link, multi-criteria idea evaluation with a web-based tool, portfolio analysis of results and workshop.</td>
<td>A development process with six questions on challenges in internal communication, idea creation in a workshop, expert visit to accelerate creation of new ideas, idea evaluation with a web tool, multi-criteria evaluation of ideas, portfolio analysis and a results workshop.</td>
<td>A business model development process: context definition, idea creation with interviews and web link, multi-criteria idea evaluation with a web-based tool, portfolio analysis of results, workshop, and internet marketing training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Two solutions were identified and put into practice. A WhatsApp application was tested and found useful.</td>
<td>Prioritized list of actions. A decision was made to improve, test and pilot an internal communication system.</td>
<td>New ideas identified with social media marketing actions. A wheelchair planning tool is in development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Culture Effects</td>
<td>Changes in all culture types. Leading culture type advocation increased 5 percentage points, in line with their growth intentions. Hierarchy type was minor type before intervention and increased 9 percentage points becoming second major culture type (larger than expected change). Communication development increased formality. Clan decreased 9 percentage points and market 5 percentage points.</td>
<td>Minor changes. Leading culture type advocation increased and minor culture type hierarchy decreased. Changes were welcomed by the company.</td>
<td>Minor changes in all culture types. Leading culture type of clan increased 3 percentage points, as well as advocation, which was a desired change. Hierarchy decreased 2 percentage points and market decreased also 4 percentage points.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

new participants and enthusiasm due to project work. The organizational culture type effects may occur even due to short-term project work, the aim of which was to develop business models or business model service design. Effects on organizational culture were identified even though development plans were not entirely put into practice, so the effects do not represent the full development results. However, the results do indicate that change to an organization can occur early based on experience gains when the company is undergoing efforts in pursuit of change. We must consider also the positive effects of coaching (Fillery-Travis & Lane, 2006) and increased motivation and knowledge due to teamwork (Mudambi et al., 2007), which causes the effect in
our case studies results coming from working together as a team. The effects are results of working together and getting inside (tacit) knowledge of co-workers’ values, ideas, and visions, which is also supported by Chen and Huang (2007), who showed that social interaction is positively related to knowledge management, and a study by Mathieu and colleagues (2000), who showed a fully mediating relationship between mental model and team effectiveness. Thus positive results generate new and improved atmosphere into the organizational culture or vice versa. However, the business model development project’s effects on organizational culture were larger, once development activities were farther along.

In all the cases, the development of organizational culture took the direction towards the company management’s preferred culture types. Therefore, organizational culture development may be partly controllable according to respondents with collaborative business model development project activities as idea development, training sessions, and team meetings for putting development activities into practice. Based on this result, we recommend restricting development activities more towards the most wanted culture type and to prioritize putting business model development project activities into practice to have the best possible impact. However, this study would benefit from a larger set of quantitative employee interviews. After all, if the management wishes for a certain type of change, they may see the change in the way they prefer (and respond accordingly during interviews). However, employees might have a different view, particularly if many are interviewed to overcome any management bias.

Business model development projects will not immediately change the organizational culture type, but those development activities can sow the seeds of change. For further research, we recommend studying whether these organizational culture changes are short-term changes or will develop further in the direction desired by company management. Another future research theme could identify which support actions are needed to lead a company towards certain organizational culture types.
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